Dr. Hauschka
pop-up Beauty Boutique

Treatments

Classic Facial Treatment according to Elisabeth Sigmund
The Art of Touch, for lightness and inner balance
The classic facial treatment is unique. This method, developed by Elisabeth
Sigmund, co-founder of Dr. Hauschka skincare, respects the natural rhythms
and supports the skin functions. Soft brush strokes, pampering masks,
fragrant compresses and intensive skin care. Relaxing, purifying and infinitely
beneficial. Trust in the knowledge of Dr. Hauschka Skin Care and enjoy a
sense of lightness and inner balance.
Includes: strokes for the legs and feet; strokes for the hair, relaxation of neck
and shoulder muscles; strokes for the arms and hands; cleansing, toning;
steam bath, clarifying mask; lymph stimulation; intensive care, mask; strokes
for the décolleté; hot neck and shoulder compress; day or night care.
		
									120 min - €150
Cleansing Facial Treatment
For a radiant complexion
Cleansing allows your skin to breathe. This intensive cleansing treatment gives
your skin a sense of freedom and lightness and allows its natural radiance
to shine through. Clarifying Steam Bath opens your pores, Clarifying Clay
Mask cleanses and refines your skin and the brush-based lymph stimulation
purifies and tangibly promotes the cleansing power of the skin. Like a breath
of fresh air for your skin.
Includes: foot bath; strokes for the hair, relaxation of neck and shoulder
muscles; cleansing, toning; steam bath, pore cleansing, clarifying mask; lymph
stimulation; intensive care; day or night care.
								

75 min – €95

Firming Facial Treatment
For timelessly beautiful and refined skin
Beauty is radiance; your inner shine, which is revealed to the external world
when you feel happy in your skin. This treatment effectively stimulates the
anabolic processes in your skin, leaving it smooth and radiant. The complete
facial treatment is complemented by intensive smoothing care for the eye
area and gently toning care for your neck. For timelessly beautiful skin at
every stage of life.
Includes: foot bath; strokes for the legs and feet; strokes for the hair,
relaxation of neck and shoulder muscles; strokes for the arms and hands;
cleansing, toning; steam bath, clarifying mask; lymph stimulation; intensive
care, mask; strokes for the décolleté; firming compresses for eyes and neck;
neck and shoulder compress; day or night care.
									135 min – €175

Me-time
A present for yourself, pampering and revitalising
Do you yearn for pampering care? For a revitalising treatment? For the
soothing scent of lavender or the freshness of lemon grass? Even if it is not
long: this hour is all yours. Enjoy the gentle stroking movements on your face
and décolleté as well as treatments, masks and skin care products tailored to
your needs. There is always time for this appointment with yourself.
Includes: strokes for the hair, relaxation of neck and shoulder muscles;
cleansing, toning; lymph stimulation; intensive care, mask; strokes for the
décolleté; hot neck and shoulder compress; day or night care.
									60 min – €75

Pampering Body Oil Treatment
Blissful time out, intensive and strengthening skin care. Warming body packing.
Warm oils. Rich aromas. Velvety-soft skin. This treatment invites you to open
up your senses and experience true enjoyment. Gentle stroking movements
and strengthening oil treatments pamper the body and warm the soul. The
Dr. Hauschka body oils envelop you with refined fragrances and provide
intensive skin care. Blissful pampering with long-lasting effects.
Includes: Application of heated body oil; strokes for back, legs and feet,
arms, hands, abdomen and décolleté, warm oil package
									90 min – €115

Revitalising Foot Treatment
Relaxes the feet, pampers the skin
Like a walk on the beach or dancing bare foot, this treatment breathes
new life into your tired feet. A warming foot bath relaxes and offers a sense
of mindfulness, a soothing mask pampers the skin and gentle stroking
movements on the legs and feet purify. The perfect pick-me-up for the body
and mind – ideal for combining with other Dr. Hauschka treatments.
Includes: foot bath; nail care; strokes for the legs and feet; foot mask
									40 min – €50

